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YOUR nice ass!
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School is
over... what's
next?
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hOw to create SEXY
resume
99% of people lose their chances to get a job before they
even typed one world in their CV.
WHY DOES IT HAPPENS LIKE THAT??
The reason is that such
candidates don't take the
time to find out what
their future employers
are looking for. The first
thing you should do is to
find out what your
future/target employers
are looking for
candidates' CVs, so that
you can then fill I. Tour
cv with content that
matches their needs and
therefore impress them.

As you go through the
adverts,make a list of
the things that
repeatedly appear. They
will be the most sought
after requirements.
Before you start
writing your cv, you
might make an own
list where you will
include your skills
(for ex. IT skills,
written
communication
skills) and previous
experience.
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- Contact details ( full
name, address, mobile
phone number, email
address)
- Education ( list and
date all previous
education, placing the
most recent highest up
the page, including every
professional
qualifications)
-Referees (2 people who
can provide positive
comments on your
previous employment or
experiences)
-Skills
-Work experience (
internships, voluntary
roles, previous job, from
the most recent
positions and examples
of tasks)

WHAT ABOUT A PROFILE?
You don't need to add a personal
profile but we are sure it will help
your CV stand out. Just
remember to place it at the
beginning.
Improve your chances of
impressing a potential employer
by eliminating these mistakes
from your Cv like:
1) including irrelevant personal
information
2) lying or manipulation of the
truth
3) hiding important information
4) unnecessarily elaborate design
5) remember about good
grammar and not to make
spelling mistakes
6) don't make your CV too long slim down (ONE-MAX. 2 pages)
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Would you like working in abroad? But you
afraid of it? We show you an example, who
cover story
made a decision and now he is working in
another country. Let me see the interview
with David Beckham.

We are very happy that you share your
experiences with the Awesomeness
readers. My first question is why did
you decide you go abroad?
DB: When I was a child I travelled a lot
abroad with my family. I very enjoyed
this travelings because I saw a lot of
interesting things and people. I am
interested in different cultures all of the
world, and I wanted to try how can I work
in another country.
-So that's why you left the UK. Wasn't
it difficult to go abroad?
DB: I think it depends on the individual's
ability. For me it was easy, because I
wanted to go abroad. I was 28 years old
when I went to the Real Madrid FC from
the Manchester United FC. My family
supported me 100%. I met a lot of friends
and when I was in a bad mood they
always had cheered my up.
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-What do you think about
your team members?
+I think I got a good
team, they accepted me
in the beginning, so we
could work together very
good. It was very
important because we
were able to perform well
and achieve good results.
-Why is it better to work
in abroad?
+Because you can get to
know many new people
and you can learn some
new things from each
other. You can improve
your social skills; you can
develop in your job,
because you can see some
different way. You are
open to new things and
you can learn new
languages.
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What do you think about the
disadvantages?
+My biggest disadvantage is
that I am far from my family.
But I think if you work in
abroad you have more
advantages than disadvantages.
If you choose a good job, what
you enjoy very well, I think your
salary will be better also in
abroad.
-What is your experience about
your personal development?
+ My confidence is better than
in the beginning and I learnt
more patience with another
people. My mind is opening to
the new things and I think I can
and like working in a team very
well.
-Finally what is your message
for the Awesomeness readers?
+ Don't afraid of the unknown
things. Be brave and everything
will be good! Just believe in
yourself! Working abroad is not
a ghost, just a possibility, which
make you better. Don't be shy,
be brave , dream big and work in
another country.
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Don't sit @ home , move Your ass &
gain some experience abroad
So are you setting on Your lazzy ass. Well Just be honest,
have a life do something. You can travel around the World,
voluteering, go to university or maybe get a Job.
First we have a talk about
travelling.
Do youth want to go life free and
go drink a lot. Just do some
thing alse different countries.
First you have to take some
transport. You can buy
extensieve ticket or if You are
poor i have a tip for you . You
can go to cheapflights site select
Your country of were the f*ck
you are. And you Find a cheap
flight ore you alwas can do an
other Way of travelling is
voluteering.
In voluteering you have the
change know other idiote or
maybe you can Learn some New
skiles. And That can maybe
Help in Your useless life. If You
want to check it out go to
Europa.eu/youth/voluteering .

If You are smart you May can go
to university.
You wil Learn New People and if
You choise.
Make the richt you like the
changes are bigger That you get
a good Job. You will like it . And
have more fun in Your life
.without getting boring.
But if You cant study you can
always. You Just have to Find
work . You need money .
If You want That Job. You need
to richt an good cv. And have a
comfortabel interviews .so never
stress out.
So now you know to use Your life
useful. So stop being lazzy and
Just do it
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Even, if you succeded in high school doeesn't mean you'll succeed in life.
You can look at the most richest people in the world. Nobody had special
education, so you should invent something like Mark Zuckerberg did
with that sh...y network called "Facebook". Another thing is to not
develop a taste for luxuries. "I'm serious!!!" Save this when you invent a
new "Google" and then you can buy a Ferrari and crash it on the first tree
you see near the road because you were so f..ked up from the last night.

The school is over...
what's next?
Hello, high school graduate, did you finished your
school and don't know what to do? Or maybe you just
bought this magazine just for the cover.
But anyway, if you still reading
this, it means it caught your
attention. So, the million dollar
question: "What next?"
Obviously you are starting to think
what the f..k to do with your life,
unless you won the lottery. Well,
the first thing you would think
after graduating is that most of
what you've just learned in high
school is completely useless and
you will never use it again.
awesomeness

Next, I will say to you three simple rules
that explains 99% of human behavior:
1. Most people don't think
2. Some people are just idiots
3. Everyone is selling something
Finally, my personal advice to you is:
choose whatever the f..k you want, I
don't care. The most important thing is
just to follow the natural cicle of a
human being on the Earth: eating,
drinking, sh...ing, fu..ing, get a job, have
some kids (if you want), retire and
eventually you die and everybody forgets
you.
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